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1. Dahl, Roald. The Witches. London: 

Jonathan Cape (1983). First edition. 8vo. 

[6], 7-206, [2] pp. Teal cloth with gold let-

tering on the spine. Price of £6.50 net on 

the front flap of the dust jacket. Illustrated 

with numerous in-text illustrations by 

Quentin Blake. Fine in very near Fine dust 

jacket. According to the official website for 

Roald Dahl, The Witches won The Whit-

bread Award, The New York Times Out-

standing Book Award, and The Federation 

of Children's Book Groups Awards in its 

year of publication. The basis for the 1990 

film starring Angelica Houston. Based off 

Dahl's childhood visits to his family in    

Norway, The Witches tells the tale of a boy 

and his Norwegian grandmother who band     

together to fight witches who despise       

children. A beautiful copy. $400 
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2. Dinesen, Isak (Karen Blixen). Out of Africa. New York: Random House [1938]. First Ameri-

can edition. 8vo. [6], vii-ix, [3], 3-389, [1] pp. Orange cloth covered boards quarter-bound in 

black with a flamingo embossed in gold on the front board, gold lettering and design on spine, 

yellow-green topstain. Price of $2.75 on front flap of dust jacket. A Near Fine book with a name 

and date of 1938 on the front flyleaf, with the usual toning to the gutters; dust jacket is Very Good 

with a few traces of edge wear (including a tiny tape repair to the reverse), and notable toning to 

the spine and rear panel. An attractive copy of the author's best known work, basis for the     

Academy Award winning Film. $500 
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3. Hegel, G. F. W. (Georg Wilhelm Friedrich). Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind Translated, 

with an Introduction and Notes by J. B. Baillie. London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1931. 

Second edition. 8vo. [9], 10-814, [2] pp. Bound in maroon cloth with horizontal borders in blind on 

the front board, lettering and publisher's device in gilt on the spine, twin gilt rules on the top and 

bottom of the spine. Frontispiece portrait of Hegel (in profile). Very Good or better with slight sepa-

ration between the backstrip and top textblock and some mild toning to the textblock. This is the 

second edition in English of Phenomenolgy of Mind (revised and corrected throughout), originally 

published in German in 1807 as Phänomenologie des Geistes and first published in English in 1910. 

SEP, "George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel". Weiss 304 (from O'Malley et. al, The Legacy of Hegel). A 

very attractive copy of what is generally regarded as Hegel's first major philosophical work. $200 
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4. Kripke, Saul. Naming and Necessity. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980. First 

edition. 8vo. [9], 2-172, [4] pp. Bound in tan cloth, gilt lettering in twin green rectangles bordered 

by gilt and a leaf stamped in gilt on the spine, green endpapers and pastedowns. Includes a new 

preface by the author, addenda, and an index. Fine in Fine dust jacket. First edition thus, the first 

separate publication of Kripke's seminal work in metaphysics and the philosophy of language. The 

book is drawn from a series of lectures delivered by Kripke at Princeton in 1970, and consists of an 

examination of number of philosophical problems including naming and reference, natural kinds, 

the metaphysical notion of essence, and the nature of necessity. The book has been enormously in-

fluential in metaphysics and the philosophy of language and is partly responsible for the reinvigor-

ation of metaphysics within the analytic tradition. A beautiful copy of this landmark work. $350 
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5. Newton, Isaac. Unpublished Scientific Papers of Isaac Newton: A Selection from the 

Portsmouth Collection in the University Library, Cambridge. Cambridge: At the       

University Press , 1962. First edition. 8vo. [4], v-xx, [4], 3-415, [1] pp. Red cloth with gold letter-

ing on the spine. Price of $11.00 on the front flap of the dust jacket. Chosen, edited, and translat-

ed by A. Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall. Illustrated by a frontispiece of Sir Isaac Newton, in-

text diagrams, and four additional plates. A Near Fine book in a Near Fine dust jacket with a hint 

of edge wear on the rear panel and the British price clipped off the bottom of the front flap. A nice 

selection of Newton's private scientific papers, first published in this volume. The twenty papers 

originated from the Portsmouth collection in the Cambridge University Library, and illustrate 

Newton's ideas on the nature of matter. The conclusion that Newton prepared for his Principia 

but later withdrew is included here as well. A significant collection of papers from one of the most 

influential physicists and mathematicians of all time. $225 
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6. Johnston, Henry P. The Yorktown Campaign and 

the Surrender of Cornwallis 1781. New York: Harper 

& Brothers, 1881. First edition. Royal 8vo. [3], 6-206, [2] 

pp. Blue cloth ruled in black with gold lettering on the front 

board and spine. Illustrated by a frontispiece of Trumbull's 

"Surrender of Cornwallis", several in-text illustrations, six 

full-page illustrations, and five maps. Special edition for 

the Comte de Grasse Chapter Daughters of the American 

Revolution Yorktown, Virginia. Small collector's tag on the 

rear pastedown, Charles R. Sanders, Jr. of Halifax County, 

Virginia. A Near Fine book with a touch of spotting to the 

bottom textblock. Gephart 6744. Published on the hundred

-year anniversary of the Battle of Yorktown, Johnston here 

discusses the events leading up to the battle, the American 

strategy, and the movement of the French and British fleets 

during the campaign. A beautiful copy of Johnston's thor-

ough history of the most decisive conflict of the American 

Revolutionary War. $250 
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7. Cleary, Beverly. Ramona Forever. New 

York: William Morrow and Company, 1984. 

First  edition. 8vo. [8], 182, [3] pp. Red paper 

covered boards quarter bound in gold cloth 

with black lettering on the spine, Ramona em-

bossed in black on the front board. Price of 

$9.25 on front flap of jacket. With numerous in

-text illustrations by Alan Tiegreen. A Fine book 

in a very near Fine dust jacket with some toning 

to the flaps, else Fine. A beautiful copy of a    

Ramona novel, part of a beloved series. $100 

8. Macdonald, Ross. The Far Side of the   

Dollar. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965. First 

edition. 8vo. [10], 4-247, [1] pp. Grey paper   

covered boards quarter-bound in green cloth 

with gold lettering on the spine, yellow topstain. 

Price of $3.95 on front flap of dust jacket. A Fine 

book in a Near Fine dust jacket with minor    

rubbing to the edges. A lovely copy. $225 
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9. Ritson, Joseph, Esq. Robin Hood: A Collection of all the Ancient Poems, Songs, and 

Ballads now Extant Relative to that Celebrated English Outlaw to which are Pre-

fixed Historical Anecdotes of His Life. London: William Pickering, 1832. Second edition. 2 

vol. 8vo. [9], viii, [1], vi-cxxxv, [2], 2-148, [2]; [5], vi, [1], 2-261, [3] pp. Mid-nineteenth century 

green morocco with gilt rules and decorations, spine in six compartments, spine lettered in gilt, 

all edges gilt; lovely marbled endpapers and pastedowns. Bound by the successors to John 

Wright, a bindery of Victorian London, active from 1835 to 1863. Illustrated throughout with in-

text woodcuts of Robin Hood, his merry men, and their adventures. Engravings by Thomas   

Bewick: the illustrations were used in the 1795 first edition as well. Minor rubbing and age dark-

ening to the boards, leaves generally clean with one leaf's edge in volume one showing minor 

toning. The first Pickering edition. Oxford DNB, Stephanie L. Barczewski, "Ritson, Joseph".     

Joseph Ritson was an eighteenth-century literary scholar, with the first edition of his Robin 

Hood published in 1795. Ritson was a cantankerous literary critic, an advocate for vegetarianism 

and animal rights, and a medieval scholar. His admiration for the French Revolution and demo-

cratic ideals spurred his desire to gather and publish an omnibus of poetry and ballads concern-

ing Robin Hood and his outlaws. A beautiful set of Ritson's Robin Hood, an exhaustive collection 

of the folklore surrounding the woodland renegade. $1,100 
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10. Jones, James. From Here to Eternity. 

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951. First        

edition. 8vo. [16], 3-861, [5] pp. Bound in black 

cloth with gold lettering on the spine. Price of 

$4.50 on the front flap of the dust jacket. Near 

Fine book with some slight separation between 

the backstrip and the top textblock in a Near   

Fine dust jacket with mild toning to the edges of 

the flaps. An attractive example of the author's 

first novel, which follows the story of a group of 

U.S. Army infantrymen stationed in Hawaii   

during the period leading up to the Japanese   

attack on Pearl Harbor. The novel won the      

National Book Award and is part of the Modern 

Library 100. The book was also the basis for the 

extraordinarily popular 1953 film of the same 

name which won eight Academy Awards. $400 

 

11. Pirsig, Robert M. Zen and the Art of      

Motorcycle Maintenance: An Inquiry  

into Values. New York: William Morrow & 

Company, Inc., 1974. First edition. 8vo. [12], 

11-412, [6] pp. Black paper-covered boards, 

quarter-bound in black cloth with silver let-

tering on the spine. Price of $7.95 on front 

dust jacket flap. A Near Fine book with a 

moderate push to the spine and a few flecks of 

foxing to the fore-edge; dust jacket is Near  

Fine with a tiny "G" mark on the front flap 

and a hint or two of edge wear. A nice copy of 

a book that was cheaply made, difficult to find 

thus. Pirsig's masterful tale of his road trip 

with his son, framed by Pirsig's ideas of what 

it is to live the good life. $375 
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12. Trollope, Anthony. Orley Farm. London: Chapman and Hall, 1862. First edition. 2 vol. 8vo. 

[9], 2-320, [4]; [5], vi, [3], 2-320, [4] pp. Later nineteenth-century full blue fine-grain morocco, 

spine in six compartments with gilt decorations and lettering, edges of boards are tooled and 

decorated with gilt; all edges gilt. Bound by Hayday & Co. Volume one illustrated by a frontis-

piece and eighteen additional plates; volume two with a frontispiece and nineteen additional 

plates. Illustrations by J.E. Millais. With the half-titles, lacks the publisher's catalog, yellow end-

papers replaced when the work was rebound by Hayday. A Very Good+ set with a bit of rubbing 

to the extremities, occasional spot of foxing to the text, plates are beautiful and clean. Mixed   

issue (between the first and second issues). Sadleir 39. The Trollope Society, "Orley Farm". A 

beautiful copy of Trollope's favored novel, said to contain the best Trollopian humor and the  

finest Trollopian gentleman, Sir Peregrine Orme. $500 
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13. von Neumann, John. The Computer and 

the Brain. New Haven: Yale University Press, 

1958. First edition. Slim 8vo. [4], v-xiv, 82, [6] 

pp. Grey cloth with black lettering on the spine. 

Price of $3.00 on the front flap of the dust  

jacket. A Near Fine book with minor bumping 

to the corners in a Very Good dust jacket with 

minor rubbing and a faint dampstain on the  

reverse of the rear panel, hardly showing 

through. Von Neumann is inarguably one of the 

greatest mathematicians of the twentieth      

century, and this book collects the Silliman   

lectures he prepared (but did not deliver) just 

before his death. Here von Neumann discusses 

the analogies between computational machines 

and a human brain. He concludes the brain   

operates in part digitally, and in part analogi-

cally, but uses a peculiar statistical language 

unlike man-made computers. A nice copy of an 

important book in the history of computational 

theory, philosophy of mind, and computational  

mathematics. $200 

 

14. Wright, Crispin. Wittgenstein on the Foun-

dations of Mathematics. Cambridge, MA:     

Harvard University Press, 1980. First edition. Large 

8vo. [7], viii-xix, [4], 4-481, [1] pp. Bound in black 

cloth with gold lettering on the spine. A Near Fine 

book with occasional underlining in pencil in a Very 

Good dust jacket with two tears and some wrinkling 

to the top of the rear panel. A presentable copy of 

Wright's well-known book on Wittgenstein's philos-

ophy of mathematics, drawing connections between 

Remarks on the Foundation of Mathematics and 

Wittgenstein's later work on the philosophy of    

language in his Philosophical Investigations. $125 
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15. Woolf, Virginia. Granite & Rainbow.        

London: The Hogarth Press, 1958. First edition. 

8vo. [5], 6-239, [1] pp. Blue cloth with gold let-

tering on the spine. Price of 18s net on the front 

flap of the dust jacket. Dust jacket designed by 

her half-sister Vanessa Bell. A Near Fine book 

with a touch of bumping to the corners and mi-

nor toning to the leaves; dust jacket is Near Fine 

with minor toning to the spine panel and the 

folds. A collection of essays by Woolf, including 

her influential essay "Women and Fiction", her 

piece on Oliver Wendell Holmes, and "Sir Wal-

ter Raleigh". A significant collection of essays 

from a notable feminist and queer author of the 

twentieth century. $225 

 

16. Williams, William Carlos. Journey to 

Love. New York: Random House [1955]. First 

edition. Slim 8vo. Grey cloth with green and 

black lettering on the front board and spine; 

grey topstain. Price of $3.00 on the front flap of 

the dust jacket. A Fine book in a very near Fine 

dust jacket with a subtle split to the front fold, 

barely noticeable. Ahearn APG 048a. A collec-

tion of poems by one of the greatest mid-century 

American poets, with his beloved "Asphodel that 

Greeny Flower" included in this volume. $125 
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17. Schliemann, Henry. Ilios: The City and Country of the Trojans The Results of Re-

searches and Discoveries on the Site of Troy and throughout the Troad in the Years 

1871-72-73-78-79. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1881. First edition. Large 8vo. [9], x-xvi, [1], 

2-800, [3] pp. Red cloth decorated in black and gold with gold lettering and decorations on the 

spine, rear board decorated in blind. Illustrated by a frontispiece, one map of the Troad, six plans 

showing Troy during different historical periods, 1570 wood-engravings within the text, and 430 

wood engravings on plates at the end of the volume. Includes an autobiography of Schliemann, 

with prefix, appendices, and notes. The illustrations focus on the walls and defensive fortifica-

tions of Troy (what is now Hisarlik, Turkey), military weapons found, ancient Trojan coins, 

plates, cups, brooches and pins, and clay tablets. The illustrations at the rear show the remains of 

pottery vessels the crew found at the sight. A Very Good or better copy with a few traces of wear 

to the extremities including a few flecks of insect damage to the front joint. Allan, Susan Hueck, 

Finding the Walls of Troy. This volume focuses on Schliemann's work on the several different 

strata of remains dug up by Schliemann and Calvert's crew.  
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In the book Schliemann labels the different layers at the site according to his perceptions of    

Homeric history, rather than what the geological evidence showed him. He famously called the 

third lower layer Homeric Troy, when this layer (which contained what he designated as Priam's 

Treasure, a cache of gold and jewels) greatly predated Homeric Troy. In an effort to get to these 

lower layers, Schliemann cavalierly worked through the sixth layer, which was actually found to 

be the Homeric Troy in 1883. Schliemann and Calvert spear-headed the first significant archaeo-

logical expedition for historical Troy. Although their methods were somewhat destructive, they 

brought archaeology and its importance to the public's attention (especially through publications 

like these). This is Schliemann's third publication on the Trojan ruins, after his second excava-

tion at Troy, which took place from 1878-79. His second publication, Troy and its Ruins, was 

published in 1875, after his first excavation at Hisarlik. A lovely copy of a controversial but note-

worthy chapter in the history of ancient Mediterranean archaeology. $1,000 
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18. Adams, Douglas. The Hitchhiker's 

Guide to the Galaxy. New York: Harmony 

Books [1980]. First American edition. Small 

8vo. [8], 215, [1] pp. Navy paper covered 

boards quarter-bound in purple cloth with 

blue lettering on the spine and blue endpapers 

and pastedowns. Price of $6.95 on front flap 

of dust jacket. A Near Fine book moderately 

askew in a Near Fine dust jacket with a tiny 

nick to the front panel and a bit of toning to 

the flaps. A nice copy of the first book in     

Adams' enduringly popular comic series    

concerning Arthur Dent and his adventures 

through time and space. $200 

19. Block, Lawrence. A Stab in the Dark. New 

York: Arbor House [1981]. First edition. 8vo. 

[6], 7-192 pp. Quarter black cloth over grey 

cloth with gold lettering on the spine. Price of 

$10.95 on the front flap of the dust jacket. A 

very near Fine book in a like dust jacket with 

minor toning to the flaps. A lovely copy of an 

early Matthew Scudder novel. $200 
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20. Hervey, Harry. Where Strange Gods Call: Pages out of the East. New York: The Century 

Co. [1924]. First edition. 8vo. [12], 3-349, [3] pp. Green cloth with a pictorial front board and spine 

with decorations stamped in black and orange, lettered in black on the front board and spine. Price 

of $3.00 on the front flap of the dust jacket. Illustrated by a frontispiece and 31 additional plates, 

black and white drawings by Christopher Murphy. A Near Fine book with a tiny nick to the bottom 

edge of the rear board; dust jacket is Very Good with a trace or two of edge wear and moderate fad-

ing to the spine panel. Hervey's record of his travels to China, Japan, Indonesia, Singapore, Hong 

Kong, Manila, and Hawaii. Here he records the costume, the art and entertainment, the food, and 

the flora and fauna of these destinations. Hervey spends time in Shinto temples in Japan, in the 

city of Nagasaki, at a luau, and spent time boating in the Philippines. A great deal of his narrative 

concerns the women he admired (and sometimes pursued) during his travels, with Hervey record-

ing his experiences with both courtesans and noble-women. A roguish travel narrative from the 

early twentieth century, brilliantly illustrated, and difficult to find in-jacket. $200 
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21. Lowry, Lois. The Giver. Boston: Houghton 

Mifflin Company, 1993. First edition. 8vo. [10], 

180, [2] pp. Bound in red cloth with gold letter-

ing on the spine. Price of $13.95 on the front 

flap of the dust jacket. A Very Good+ book 

slightly askew with a Maurice Sendak-themed 

bookplate on the front flyleaf; dust jacket is 

Near Fine with a few hints of edge wear and a 

touch of fading to the spine panel. A nice copy of 

this Newbery Medal winner, quite hard to find 

in the first edition. $275 

 

22. Cohen, Paul J. Set Theory and the Continu-

um Hypothesis. New York: W.A. Benjamin, Inc., 

1966. First edition. 8vo. [6], 154 pp. Grey cloth with 

white lettering on the spine. A Very Good book 

with minor pencil annotation, and moderate wear 

to the extremities; dust jacket is Very Good with 

notable edge wear including a small spot of loss to 

the top of the spine panel (spot is inexpertly rein-

forced on the reverse). A detailed exposition of Co-

hen's work on proving the independence of the 

continuum hypothesis (and the Axiom of Choice) 

from Zermelo-Frankel set theory. Cohen's method 

of forcing, used to establish these results, proved to 

be a powerful and fruitful technique in contempo-

rary set theory. Cohen was awarded a Fields Medal 

for his work. The volume consists of Cohen's lec-

ture notes supplemented by background material 

in logic and axiomatic set theory, and an account of 

Godel's proof of the consistency of the continuum 

hypothesis. $200 
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23. Poincaré, H[enri]. Thermodynamique [= Thermodynamics]: Leçons professées        

pendant le premier semestre 1888-89 [= Lectures given during the first semester of 

1888-89]. Paris: Georges Carré, Éditeur, 1892. First edition. 8vo. [5], vi-xix, [1], 432, [2] pp. 

Quarter red leather over marbled boards, spine lettered in gold, sprinkled textblock, decorative 

endpapers and pastedowns; binding dates to early 20th century. Redigées [edited] par J. Blondin, 

agregé de l'Universite. Illustrated throughout by diagrams and mathematical equations relevant 

to the lectures. A Near Fine copy with a touch of rubbing to the corners of the boards, leaves clean 

and bright. Part of the series, "Cours de la Faculté des Sciences de Paris: Cours de Physique Math-

ematique". SEP, "Henri Poincaré". MacTutor, "Jules Henri Poincaré". This volume contains a se-

ries of lectures Poincaré delivered at the Sorbonne on his work concerning thermodynamics. 

Known as "the last polymath", Poincaré contributed research to symbolic logic, calculus and     

differential equations, the three body problem (and subsequently Chaos Theory), non-Euclidean 

geometry, and is credited as a co-discoverer of the Theory of Relativity. The volume starts off dis-

cussing the first and second laws of thermodynamics (since it was published before the zeroth law 

was discovered), covering the conservation of energy and the stability of entropy in a system over 

time, which Poincaré calls la principe du Carnot ou de Clausius. His introduction to his lectures 

state that the students will study these principles and their immediate consequences. The lectures 

delve deeply into the physics of energy, heat, movement, entropy, and the experiments Poincaré 

conducted during his research. An important annal in the history of science and physics, difficult 

to find in the first edition. $1,000 
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24. Heck, Richard G., Jr. Frege's Theorem.      

Oxford: Clarendon Press (2011). First edition. 

8vo. [5], vi-xiv, [1], 2-307, [15] pp. Navy cloth 

with gold lettering on the spine. Fine in Fine 

dust jacket. A collection of essays by one of the 

world's foremost experts on Fregean philosophy. 

Heck focuses on Frege's Theorem, which tells us 

that the axioms of arithmetic can be derived log-

ically from a single principle: the number of 

things x is the same as the number of things y, 

just in case things x can be matched up one-to-

one with things y. A Fregean examination of   

issues in the philosophy of mathematics and  

logic, and the connections to metaphysics and 

epistemology that follow. $100 

 

 

25. McMahan, Jeff. Killing in War. Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 2009. First edition. 8vo. [7], 

viii-xii, [1], 2-250, [10] pp. Blue cloth with 

gold lettering on the spine. Fine in Fine dust 

jacket. An important installation in the litera-

ture of Just-War Theory. McMahan argues 

that the permissibility of killing in war          

remains the same as killing in the name of self

-defence, among other various claims. $125 
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26. Berkeley, George. Alciphron: Or the Minute Philosopher in Seven Dialogues [with] 

A New Theory of Vision Containing an Apology for the Christian Religion, Against 

Those Who are Called Free-Thinkers. London: J. Tonson, 1732. First edition. 2 vol. 8vo. 

[13], 2-350, [2]; [9], 2-358, [4] pp. Modern smooth brown leather, spine in six compartments 

with two unpolished labels lettered in gold on each spine; new endpapers and pastedowns, with 

the original endpapers bound in, brown topstain and red decorative speckling to fore-edge and 

bottom edge. Illustrated with two small woodcuts on the title pages, and several wood-cut initials, 

head and tailpieces. Contains one of the mispaginations in volume II but not the other. Name of 

George Turnbull written on each front flyleaf with his annotations on the rear endpaper in volume 

one. Very Good. Volume one shows a small dampstain to the gutter of two-thirds of its leaves, and 

a bit of residue from a bookplate removal on the front flyleaf. Honderich 89. Keynes 15. Oxford 

DNB, "Turnbull George". SEP, "George Berkeley". Turnbull was a Scottish theologian and early 

figure in the Scottish Enlightenment. Thomas Reid was his student. He lectured at Aberdeen col-

lege and wrote books on religious philosophy and classical antiquity. Bound with a later edition of 

Berkeley's Theory of Vision. Written in colonial America, Berkeley's Alciphron is a vigorous de-

fense of Christianity against the atheists, deists, and skeptics of his day. It elicited several respons-

es from other theologians, and would help Berkeley shape his later views concerning philosophy 

of language. According to Honderich, "Berkeley is a most striking and even unique phenomenon 

in the history of philosophy. There have been many philosophers who have constructed bold and 

sweeping ... metaphysical systems ... have been devoted to the clarification and defence of 

'common sense' ... some have made it their chief concern to defend religious faith and doctrine 

against their perceived enemies. It is the peculiar achievement of Berkeley that, with high virtuos-

ity and skill, he contrived to present himself in all these roles at once" (Honderich 89). $1,000 
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27. Sanger, Margaret. An Autobiog-

raphy. New York: W.W. Norton & Com-

pany Publishers [1938]. First edition. 8vo. 

504, [2] pp. Navy cloth with gold lettering 

blocked in red on the spine; dark orange 

topstain. Price of $3.50 on the front flap 

of the dust jacket. Illustrated by a frontis-

piece portrait of the author. A Near Fine 

book with minor spotting to the top text-

block and to the external leaves (with one 

spot of foxing on the top edge of the fron-

tispiece); dust jacket is Very Good with a 

few traces of edge wear, and the reverse 

showing three small tape repairs and 

moderate spotting. ADNB, Esther Katz, 

"Sanger, Margaret". The autobiography of 

a pioneering feminist, and one of the first 

advocates for birth control and contracep-

tion, alongside the notable Emma Gold-

man. Margaret Sanger was deeply affected 

by the early death of her mother, a mother 

whom she thought to be overburdened by 

poverty and the birthing of eleven chil-

dren. Inspired by this, she began her ca-

reer as a nurse, which ended upon her 

marriage to William Sanger. After the 

couple moved to New York, Sanger began 

to affiliate herself with anarchists, social-

ists, liberal activists, and bohemian art-

ists. Her views on women's independence and bodily autonomy began here to take shape, and 

she began to publish short articles on contraception and women's sexual health, intended for the 

average American woman to read. Her publication, The Woman Rebel, was deemed obscene by 

the Comstock laws, and Sanger therefore had to flee to Europe. Here Sanger would be influenced 

by Dutch clinicians and their medical birth control practices, and she would go on to open the 

first United States birth control clinic in Brooklyn, N.Y. Sanger recognized that lower-class and 

underprivileged women did not have the same sexual and individual freedoms that middle and 

upper-class women did. She began a lecture tour around the nation in the late 1920s, and worked 

hard to keep the cause of birth control and contraception in the American public eye. In 1936 

Sanger helped win a judicial victory that allowed the medical distribution of birth control in the 

United States. After WWII, Sanger would help to found the International Planned Parenthood 

Federation. Sanger would pass away one year after the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the right of 

married couples to use contraception, a right that unmarried couples would not be granted until 

1972. An important record of a first-wave feminist's life: her friendship with Gandhi, her travels 

across the world, and her persistent, never-ending fight to help women achieve social and eco-

nomic equality, and, in Sanger's mind, to bring us closer to world peace. $500 
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28. Twain, Mark (Samuel L. Clemens). A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. New 

York: Charles L Webster & Company , 1889. First edition. 8vo. [2], v-xv, [1], 17-575, [1], [2] (pages 

of publisher's advertisements) pp. Green cloth with decorations in blue, gold, and black on the front 

board with the front board and spine lettered in gilt. Illustrated by numerous full-page and in-text 

woodcuts by Daniel Beard. Modern bookplate of Guy F. Goodell on the front pastedown. A Very 

Good example with mild rubbing to the extremities (especially to the corners and the rear board) 

with a faint spot of discoloration on the bottom of the front board. BAL 3429. McBride 124. First 

issue with the point on page 59 present. Twain's lampoon of classism and divine monarchy, focused 

on the Arthurian feudal system, with implications for nineteenth-century American life. $1,000 
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29. Macquoid, Katharine S. Pictures in Umbria. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1905. First 

edition. 8vo. [7], xi-xv, [1], 319, [1] pp. Navy cloth with white lettering on the front board and 

spine, decorations in navy on the front board, spine lettered in gold; decorative front pastedowns. 

Illustrated by a frontispiece, numerous plates and full-page illustrations, with in-text illustrations 

by Thomas Macquoid (Katharine's husband; around 50 illustrations in total). A Very Good+ book 

with a small concavity to the spine and a hint of wear to the boards; dust jacket is Near Very Good, 

with some loss to the rear panel, jacket neatly reinforced on the reverse. Oxford DNB, "Macquoid 

[née Thomas], Katharine Sarah [pseud. Gilbert Percy]". Katharine Macquoid was a novelist and 

travel writer. She lived in London and in various places in France during the nineteenth and early 

twentieth century. This is her narrative of her travels in Italy, with illustrations of San Domenico, 

the Fontana Borghese, Porta Augusta, Piazza Sopra Mura, the entrance to Assisi, and various oth-

er churches and statues she saw along the way. A nice copy of a woman's travel narrative. $275 
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30. Frege, Gottlob. The Basic Laws of Arithmetic. Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1964. First edition thus. 8vo. [4], v-lxiii, [1], 142, [2] pp. Black cloth with red lettering on the 

spine. Translated and edited, with an introduction, by Montgomery Furth. A Near Fine book 

with a contemporary name and date on the front flyleaf; dust jacket is Very Good or better: price

-clipped, with a few hints of edge wear. Frege's Grundgesetze der Arithmetik originally was pub-

lished in German in two volumes (in 1893 and 1903) with the second volume appearing just after 

Frege learned from Russell of the inconsistency of his system (due to the infamous Basic Law V). 

A great deal of work has been done in recent years suggesting that Frege's Logicist project may 

have been saved if he had opted to use Hume's Principle instead of Basic Law V, but at the time 

of this translation Frege was universally thought to have failed in accomplishing his primary goal 

of showing that mathematics is essentially logic. Thus, the present volume focuses on the sec-

tions of Frege's work that would be of value in spite of his failure to establish Logicism. Although 

there is some overlap with this translation and previous translations into English (the transla-

tions of small sections by Jourdain and Stachelroth in The Monist bewteen 1915 and 1917, and 

the translations of a few sections by Geach and Black in 1952), approximately 70 percent of the 

material in this book appears in English for the first time. An attractive copy of this book, one of 

the landmarks of modern philosophy. $175 
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Evening Star Books is issuing a bonus 

list this month! On June 29th and/or 

30th, please check your inboxes for 

our Americana list. Celebrate the 4th 

of  July with American-themed books 

and ephemera. Be well, bibliophiles.  

Pictured above: Madison from Lake Monona. Pictured Below: Minneapolis and the Mississippi River. 


